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Mountain Goat- When the Gleaner engineering team was considering switching to the two-speed hydro (now standard on the S9
series), the first place they tested in was in these hills. Units were sent to area dealers and farmers to prove the hill climbing and
decent ability on these hills.
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Dear Great Silver Fleet,
I’ve spent a lot of time behind the wheel of a
Gleaner combine but even I have to admit Glenn
Warren’s hills are unlike most I've seen. His farm
puts Gleaner to the test in one of the most
extreme environments and their great results are
a testament to an innovative and enduring design.
Welcome to our latest edition of the Gleaner
newsletter, coming to you from the hills of
Washington State. In this issue, we’ll take a ride on
the hillside to bring in peas with the Warren family.
We’ll also explain why and how the Warrens are
using Gleaner with the standard axles while their
neighbors often have to use expensive leveling
systems— and why the answer has benefits for
you. Finally, we’ll take a look at the news from
Gleaner including some great deals on new and
previously owned Gleaner combines.
For those of you done with harvest, I hope it
was bountiful and profitable. For those of you
like me that are eager to get underway, I wish
you a safe and successful harvest from all your
friends here at Gleaner.
Most sincerely,

Caleb Schleder
Gleaner Combines
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ATTENTION: Photographs or illustrations in this publication may show protective shields and guards open or removed for the purposes of illustration. Be certain all shields and guards are in
place during operation. Stay off slopes too steep for operation. Use extra care and reduce speed when operating on hillsides or near ditches or embankments especially with a full grain tank to
avoid rollover. Travel speed must be such that complete control and machine stability is maintained at all times. Shift to a lower gear before descending a steep hill. Regulate ground speed to
field conditions, and maintain control at all times.
WARNING: Always read the Operators Manual before operating any equipment. Always inspect equipment before operation, and be sure it is operating properly. Follow the product safety
signs, and use any safety features provided. AGCO Corporation reserves the right to make improvements in design and changes in specifications at any time without notice and without
incurring any obligation to install them on units previously sold. Specifications, descriptions and illustrative material herein are as accurate as known at time of publication, but are subject to
change without notice.
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The peas Lee Wimnett is harvesting are bound
for soups and many of them are bound for
overseas markets.
We’re in Whiskey Creek, Washington, not too far
from Waitsburg in a region that has long supplied
wheat and legumes down the Columbia River to
markets near and far. It’s in the high nineties with a
sharp crosswind blowing the powdery volcanic dust in
waves that covers nearly everything. On top of that,
peas is a dusty business. It pays to pick the right time
to open your cab door.
The Warren family has farmed these slopes for
generations and today two of the three brothers
bring in grains while a third grows apples. This
year, they’ll grow wheat, garbanzo beans and
the peas they are harvesting today
when not alternating
with the

ready wheat. The garbanzos are still a bit green and
some were late planted after another crop failed.
Farming on these hills requires specialized
equipment. The tractors are all belted and the two
big Challenger® track machines sport their spray
tanks as they can go where ordinary sprayers cannot.
The combines have specific portions chromed to
manage the incredibly abrasive volcanic soils up
here and the tires are the much more aggressive
tractor tires that punch through residue and bite
into the dirt below.
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No easy harvest. The Warren family uses specialized equipment to stay firm on the hillsides. Belted tractors and combines with
tractor tires keep equipment in place on the steep slopes.
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Glen Warren darts from
his truck to a grain cart behind one of the
Challengers and back again. Harvest is a coordinated
dance between fields, carts, trucks and elevators and the hills require
an added caution.
Low moisture gets harvest started early so the team typically quits just before sunset. The moon sits
above one of the hills and we hear the coyotes calling from a nearby thicket. A herd of deer make their
way across the hillside a few hundred feet above us. It’s a truly beautiful way to end a harvest day, and
it certainly makes memories worth hanging on to.
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The Gleaner exclusive two-auger system
can achieve a four-bushel-per-second
average unloading rate all while creating
less wear, better grain quality and lower
start-up horsepower requirements than the
competition.

Your only loyalty should be to excellence.
When it comes to your farm and future, don’t follow the herd by getting less results at a higher cost.
Gleaner® combines are the lightest weight, feature a 390-bushel grain tank, provide lightning-fast unloading
and direct more of the combine’s power to harvest functions than any other combine— all contained in a
simple, compact design.

Make 2018 the year you take a serious look at Gleaner and what it can mean for your operation. Because at
the end of the day, that’s where your greatest loyalty should lie.
Arrange your Gleaner demo at gleanercombines.com.

BUILT WITH THE FARMER IN MIND
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The Warrens' choice of combine is
purposeful. Every other combine we
passed on the way out to his farm had
a leveling kit and while it might keep the
operator more level in the seat, Glenn
passes on the expensive leveler because,
simply, he doesn’t need it.
For nearly the past four decades, Gleaner
combines include an element that no
other combine has. The accelerator roll
system sits just beneath the rotor, and it
grabs hold of and propels crop at several
times the speed of gravity down onto the
cascade pan. At the same time, and just
below the accelerator rolls, the crop travel
through the primary air blast that can
achieve ¾ of the cleaning in mid-air above
the shoe. For this reason, the Gleaner is
far less susceptible to overloading the
shoe. Similarly, distribution augers sit
above the accelerator rolls, thinning the
crop to the whole width of the shoe and
ensuring an even curtain of material is
directed to the front edge of the shoe,
every time and across conditions. This
means the material that is cleaned on
the shoe is evenly distributed and uses
the entire shoe length for cleaning.
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Since the introduction
of the Super Series
in 2010, we’ve added
additional size and
capacity
to
the
accelerator rolls and
cleaning fan as well
as the introduction
of the perforated
cascade pan, which
makes the cleaning
shoe in the Gleaner
100% pneumatic.
The result is a
design that is easy
to set, stays set
across conditions and
delivers
unmatched
cleaning with low loss
whether you’re on flat
ground in Kansas, cutting
terraces in Iowa or high on
the hills in Walla Walla.
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Distribution augers
distribute the crop
falling from the rotor to
the width of the shoe in
preparation for feeding
to the accelerator rolls.

Accelerator rolls propel
crop downward through
the primary air blast,
separating crop mid-air.

Grain lands on the
perforated cascade
pan and begins to
separate further.

Remaining material to
be cleaned progresses
down the whole
length of the shoe.
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News From Gleaner
Product Updates and Kits
COGGED BELT DRIVE FOR UNLOADING SYSTEM
CROSS AUGER

A kit has been designed to reduce
customer maintenance and service
time.
Operator
downtime is decreased
by replacing a chain
drive that requires
regular service with
the
n ew
belt drive.
Utilizing a belt
drive also reduces
noise
significantly
and
increases drive life.
ROTOR FLIGHT KIT

We are very excited to introduce a new field install
kit that will boost rotor performance for all S Series
Gleaner combines. The rotor flight kit includes three
channel mounts and three Gleaner-designed flights
to be installed on the threshing side (right-hand
side) of the rotor. This design is standard on 2017
S9 Gleaner combines and can be retrofitted to all
previous S Series machines.
The purpose of the flights installed over the threshing
area is to reduce horsepower requirements and
rotor loss. The flights reduce the amount of

recirculation of
material across the
concaves, which provides consistent, even feeding
to the rotor discharge and reduces cylinder bar wear.
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The flighting in the concave section moves the
crop material that has already passed over the
concave to the right-hand side of the crop material
introduced by the feeder. The lower density crop
mat is maintained across the entire length of the
rotor to the chopper discharge.
The consistent density through the processor
allows for higher efficiency and improved
separation in adverse conditions.
You can get these and other updates for your
Gleaner combine by contacting your authorized
Gleaner dealer.
SOFTWARE UPDATE TO SMARTCOOLING SYSTEM

The introduction of the SmartCooling system
in the Gleaner combine drastically reduced the
maintenance requirement for the radiator and
offered horsepower/fuel savings through variable
pitch fan blade technology. With the new software
update, the operator can manually reverse the
fan and select the reverse cycle that best matches
his specific conditions. This will allow even better
efficiency, reduced maintenance and lowered risk of
material entering sensitive areas.

New for 2019
REACTIVE AIR CONTROL

Reactive air control is new software control to help
reduce crop loss from the machine during headland
turns. This feature will be available in the September
EDT software release and can be retrofitted to all
Gleaner S9 series combines. To utilize this function,
reactive air control must be activated in the system
features page. Once activated, a user can navigate
to the main combine menu, select reactive air
control, and set the minimum value for the fan
choke setting. When the combine is harvesting
and the header is below the established cut-off
point, the fan will operate at the user defined
setting for that specific crop. At the headland
when initiating a turn, the operator will raise the
header above the cut-off point and the fan choke
will automatically shut down to the minimum setting
defined by the user. This will limit grain loss over the
shoe during lighter crop loads that would normally be
suspended out the rear of the machine with a higher
fan setting. This feature will limit crop loss, increasing
our growers profitability and limit the amount of
volunteer crop often found on headland turns.

Great
Fleet
from the

Got news, photos or thoughts to share with us? Find us
on Facebook at facebook.com/gleaner.combines.

More silver wedding bells- Congrats
to John and Amanda Medbery. John
is a test engineer for Gleaner and has
his hand in many of the innovations.

Congrats to custom harvester Mike
Wolf and his fiancé, Brianna on their
engagement. We think they picked the
perfect setting for an engagement pic!

Dealer Bruce Baldwin thinks it’s
never too early to get the kids
working the parts counter. Here he
is with new granddaughter, Olivia.

The heart and soul of a Gleaner
is never outdated.

While today’s Gleaner® is loaded with innovations, the basic design has remained unchanged for
over 30 years. This means you can purchase a pre-owned Gleaner and get upgrades not available
on the original model.
Get legendary Gleaner performance with your own
pre-owned Gleaner. gleanercombines.com
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